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HISTORY:
One of the most remarkable examples of the harmonious link
between landscape and palatial architecture in Portugal, the
National Palace of Queluz and its gardens illustrate the
environment and lifestyle which the Royal Family and the
Portuguese Court enjoyed in the second half of the 18th century
and early 19th century.
In 1654 King João IV established the House of Princes, which
included the Country House of Queluz, formerly the property of
the Marquis of Castelo Rodrigo. From 1747 on, the future King
Consort Pedro III devoted his attention to the expansion of the palace giving it the dimensions of a genuine Royal
Palace. It becomes the royal family’s preferred place for their leisure and entertainment. It was their permanent
residence from 1794 until their departure for Brazil in 1807, due to the French invasions.
In 1910, after the proclamation of the Portuguese Republic, the Palace of Queluz was designated a National
Monument.
On the night of October 4th 1934, there was a fire that mainly damaged the Robillion Pavilion and Ambassadors
Room. In 1940, following a series of restoration projects, the Palace reopened to the public.
Since 2012 Parques de Sintra Monte da Lua has been responsible for the management of the Palace. The National
Palace of Queluz is a member of the Network of European Royal Residences and has been since 2013.

SCHEDULE:
Assessment steps
Preparing condition report tools in the office and on location
(The trial inspection, Pre-inspection sheet, appendix 1 and 2) 1 people
Zoning, sampling
2 people
Data collecting on location
8 People
Data treatement in the office

2 people

Time needed
5 days
2 days
3 days
2 days

Results interpretation and recomendations
8 people

2 days

Total for 41 rooms

14 days

RESULTS :

- 1492 Total number of inventoried works  63 objects in the EPICO sample
- 41 Rooms  21 Zones
- 464 damage causes founded.
- 4 major causes identified: Dust, Inherent degradation-climate, Physical
forces, Pests
- 1 major risk for the collection : Dissociation
- 4 actions could improve the conditions of conservation of 80% of the objects
affected by the causes mentioned above.
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MULTICRITERIA ZONING:

Zoning makes it possible to group rooms with similar chatacteristics (museography, type of visit, activities, human
impact and orientation) where we could have similar impact on the collection.

*On the map we have the number of the room and the color of the zone
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